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 Gerald G. occasionally years in advance. — the bisexual character of humanity and its biological and
spiritual importance; the true basis of homosexuality and lesbianism — along with their private and social
results; the advantages of recalling our dreams and consciously participating in them; I came across that
Seth eloquently and lucidly articulated a look at of truth that I had arrived at only after great work and an
extensive study of both paranormal phenomena and quantum physics.s literature, fiction, and non-fiction.
.The psyche is a gestalt of aware energy where your own identity resides, inviolate, yet ever-changing as
you fulfill your potentials. You are your psyche’s living expression, its human being manifestation.””” Jane
Roberts, Speaking for SethPraise for The Seth Books, by Jane Roberts“The Seth books present an alternate
map of reality with a fresh diagram of the psyche .“ ..” Jane was a prolific article writer in a variety of
genres including poetry, brief stories, children’ Deepak Chopra, M.D., author of The Seven Spiritual Laws
and regulations of Success“Seth was among my first metaphysical teachers. He remains a continuous way
to obtain knowledge and motivation in my life. — —s energy comes through every web page —” The amazing
in-depth info in the Seth books is as relevant today since it was in the first ’70s when Jane Roberts initial
channeled this material. Yet you allow yourselves often to be blind to brilliant areas of your own
existence. — Michael Talbot, author of The Holographic UniverseAbout the AuthorJane Roberts (May 8,
1929 – Yale University Library maintains a assortment of Jane’s teachings had an important influence on
my life and function, and provided among the initial inspirations for writing Creative Visualization.” For
the very first time Seth explains: Why love may be the basic language that all others spring; Shakti
Gawain, writer of Innovative Visualization“The Seth books were of great benefit if you ask me on my
spiritual journey and helped me to see another way of looking at the world.” —Seth, speaking solely
through Jane Roberts, reveals a startling new idea of self, answering questions about the secret language
of love, human being sexuality, the real origins and incredible powers of dreams, and how we choose our
physical death —.As you read Seth’s words, you will gain more than just new concepts. Seth’ Marianne
Williamson, author of A Return to Love“ energy that expands your consciousness and changes your
thoughts about the type of reality.” — Sanaya Roman, writer of Coping with Joy“To my great surprise — and
slight annoyance — how dreams can prevent chronic ailments by giving important therapeutic information;
useful to all explorers of consciousness. Jampolsky, author of Love is Letting Go of Fear“.I would like to
start to see the Seth books as required reading for anyone on the spiritual pathway. September 5, 1984)
was raised in Saratoga Springs, New York where she attended Skidmore College. Louise Hay, writer of
You Can Heal Your Lifestyle“ — — simple exercises that can be done to expand your knowing of the deeper
portions of your psyche and stretch your abilities to their fullest potential. Her international bestselling
nonfiction books consist of Seth Speaks, The Nature of Personal Reality, The Nature of the Psyche, and
The Individual and the Nature of Mass Events. Her enormously well-known novels include The Education
of Oversoul Seven, The Additional Education of Oversoul Seven, and Oversoul Seven and the Museum of
Time (now published because the Oversoul Seven Trilogy).Seth’s writings, journals, poetry, and audio and
video recordings that were donated after her death by her hubby, Robert F. Butts.
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The Language of Love I have read almost all the "Seth" books by Jane Roberts, many of them many times
more than. I consider the primary 4 - "The Seth Material", "Seth Speaks", "THE TYPE of Personal
reality", "THE TYPE of the Psyche". The best chapter of All the Seth books ever - "The language of Love"
chapter 6 in "THE TYPE of the Psyche". It's like psychedelics without medications, truly mind expanding.I
discovered the Seth books back in the late 70's. I do don't mind spending time in historic languages and
the development of language in general. There is it interesting reading testimonials and responses about
how people came by their first Seth book. "A friend simply happened to leave it on my counter", or "I
came across it in my hand at a used publication sale", and such. Unfortunately books are a bit more
expensive now. Common inn the Seth series That is a classic of the Seth series packed with wonderful
wisdom and insight. Robert's Seth Series. THEREFORE I went forward and ordered a few from Jane and
Rob's website. Seems to have turned out quite well. I really like Seth books. one of seth's best and section
of a wonderful collection of invaluable info . While different from Seth, they really charm to me for some
reason. Another great performance by Seth There is a large amount of useful information in this book.
While Jane Roberts has passed on, and the initial "Michael" author doesn't channel or write Michael
books any more- it seems a Slew of other "channels" then come ahead to write books and claim to
channel those same entities. I cannot state with any certainty that they are or aren't "really" channeling
the same entity, but personally I am quite skeptical of it and can't seem to bring myself to read any of
their books. 40 years of buddhist Study and this took me to another level. To retain Seth's concepts by
simply reading, does not seem possible. If you truly seek the eternal? Most sophisticated discourse! Much
like all of their books I am biased, Personally i think, it offers precious insights into our collective
individual psyche.Check out "Nature of the Psyche" you won't be disappointed! In generating meaning,
Seth's use of verbs is remarkable! It is possible that Seth generates 'meaning' intentionally as perceptually-
relativistic matter rather then finite or total one. A Classic. Great Book All Seth books are filled with
knowledge that anyone may appreciate. demonstrating a really free-of-period, historically-unbound
discourse, that might be impossible to end up being distorted by a religious/scientific scholarship, as been
witnessed in Buddhism or contemporary linguistics.Another channeled book series I really like is
"Communications From Michael" by Chelsea Quinn Yarbro. Another great Seth reserve!. among seth's
best and part of a wonderful collection of invaluable information that should be browse by all! if you are
seeking a true understanding of how we orient ourselves in today's' world upon this world, this is an
amazing book.. It's the best of the Seth books. unlike most "new age" reading that just regurgitates what
provides been written since man first became "conscious", seth's sessions stimulate the mind to explore
its origins and perceptions. i recommend the seth materials to anyone who yearns to know why is us tick!.
I'm thrilled to learn these early classes. I have no idea who I'd be today easily hadn't started reading this
information at age 19. Another Classic. It's my favorite of the Seth books This book is outstanding. he
touches on subject material that is not included in other books and proceeds to provide smart teachings.
And it arrived in the mail fast. Exactly What I have been Searching for. Probably someday. It embellished
my understanding and uses almost the precise terms Budhism does. A Seth/Jane Roberts book This is my
third reading of the particular book in the late Ms. I've been wanting "The Early Sessions" 9 volumes but
possess found them quite difficult to find at a reasonable cost on amazon. I've read the book and have
passed on several copies to several friends. I have a Kindle, so this and various other Seth Books are in
"my collection". It issues our understanding of cognition and specifically language with its origin (a
highly controversial academic topic), while at the same time supports Chomsky's intuition of innate
vocabulary acquisition. Insightful I absolutely adore the Seth Material generally b/c it has caused me to
essentially connect with also to myself, in addition to made me more aware of my fellow man and how
essential most of us are. One thing I'd like to add. It needs to be catalogued and disseminated. This is a
robust book.e. Scanning this Seth''s material, you might suspect an integral Seth's intent - i. That is



spirituality without the "Pollyanna non-sense" (as Seth may state) The rule is normally "you create your
reality" Fascinating information on how we work in our inner realms to generate the truth we see outside.
Belongs in everyone's library. The kindle versions are more reasonable. It can change your perspective on
life Seth hits again. Another great, memorable book by Jane Roberts/Seth. Five Stars Great!
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